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Abstract
This document describes and outlines the details of the senior project completed by a team of four
mechanical engineering students in their final year at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo. The team worked with Linda Wolff at California Children’s Services to reach their main goal: to
create an exercise tricycle that can be used by Savannah. Savannah is a young adult, and she needs to be
able to steer, brake, and power the tricycle using almost entirely her core muscles. Over the course of the
project, the team worked to design and build a safe and functional tricycle that satisfies Savannah’s exercise
needs. Overall, this document gives details about the project process and describes how the team performed
so that the project was a success. Included in the report is the project introduction, background, objectives,
concept design, final design description and justification, manufacturing description, design verification,
and project management which each discuss the background product research, milestones that were
reached, details of the tricycle design, the manufacturing and assembly process, testing, and more detailed
plans as to how the team’s goals were met.
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1.0 Introduction
Our team consists of four fourth year mechanical engineering students at California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo. This project idea originated from California Children’s Services, a
program that helps children with certain disabilities get the services and health care they need. The project
consisted of designing a tricycle for Savannah. Savannah is a young adult with arthrogryposis: a condition
resulting in limited mobility in her arms and legs. Therefore, the tricycle that we design needed to be able
to be powered, steered, and stopped by Savannah using mainly her core muscles. Throughout the project,
we worked with Linda Wolff, who works for California Children’s Services and has been working closely
with Savannah for years. By the end of the project, our goal was to have a tricycle that is safe and effective
in providing Savannah with a good exercise experience. The first step in our project was research to
determine the various design aspects the tricycle should have. The background report of this document
discusses our research about Savannah, similar projects, existing patents, and competing products. The
main details for our design stem from the objectives section. Here, we define our problem statement, discuss
the needs and wants our team discussed with Linda Wolff and Savannah, and state the engineering
specifications our design needed to have along with the risks and benefits of each. The concept design
section discusses how our team reached a decision for the final design including early prototypes and brief
design justification. The final design section discusses our final tricycle design in detail, goes over the
analysis that was done, the cost for each tricycle system, and discusses the safety, maintenance, and repair
considerations that were made. The manufacturing section gives an overview of how we created and
assembled each tricycle part. It discusses what materials we used, how we got them, and the machining
processes we performed to produce the final tricycle prototype. The design verification portion of the report
goes over the possible safety concerns and testing that was done to ensure these concerns do not become a
problem. Finally, in the project management section, we give an overview of the project timeline and how
we were able to reach our final product. Our team is excited to have created a design that helps Savannah
get exercise, and we hope that she loves the finished tricycle we gave to her.

2.0 Background
This project has a specific customer with specific needs, therefore the first place we began our
research was with the customer. The sponsor for this project is Linda Wolff of California Children’s
Services. Linda Wolff provides physical therapy to children and young adults with physical challenges.
California Children’s Services provides therapy based on the individual’s diagnosis and not based on their
family’s financial situation. Other than talking with Savannah and her physical therapist, we conducted
research into previous design projects, existing commercial products, and design patents. This allowed us
to get an idea of what already exists in the world in both widely available, and in less commercially viable
designs. First, however, some background on Savannah.

2.1 Savannah
Savannah has arthrogryposis, which means she has limited use of her limbs and weak grip strength.
Therefore, Savannah needs a primarily core-powered tricycle. According to Linda Wolff, Savannah’s main
priority is to exercise independently, meaning she must be able to power, steer, and stop the tricycle without
the assistance of others. Aside from these core needs, Linda Wolff described her vision for the tricycle and
the features she would want implemented, if possible. She expressed her desire for the tricycle to travel
uphill and over mild terrain. Some other wants she mentioned were the ability to raise or lower the seat and
the ability to adjust the resistance of the powering mechanism. After our research into the customer and her
needs and wants, the next step was to research the tricycle concept itself. That research involved delving
into the background of possible competitive products already on the market, existing patents, and
researching the design report of a previous senior project team that worked on this same project.
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2.2 Interview with Savannah
The team conducted an interview with Savanah and gained some important insight into the
capabilities and needs of our user. We learned that Savannah has a stronger than average core. Perhaps we
can measure the force she is capable of exerting and design the resistance of the power mechanism around
her capabilities. She is also comfortable leaning far back and bringing herself back up from a laying down
position. She is able to lean over 60 degrees side to side. Savannah also told us about some personalized
features she would like to see on the tricycle. She would like the trike to be pink in color and include a
basket, cup holder, and seatbelt. She plans to only use the trike on paved ground like a parking lot. She
would also like a high seat and parking brake to make getting into the trike easier.

2.3 Previous Projects
A year prior, another senior design team (Adapted Tricycle 2020) proposed a design for a tricycle
[1]. This design gave Savannah’s torso control over the three subsystems—power, steering, and braking—
which we plan to implement as well. The 2020 power system employed a padded push bar sequentially
connected to two ratcheting gears and wheels to allow Savannah to pump her chest again the bar to move
forward. Figure 1 shows the CAD models of the power components produced by the 2020 team. The
ratcheting motion of the gears would act similarly to hands pushing against the wheels of a wheelchair,
initiating a forceful push followed by a few seconds of coasting.

Figure 1. Adapted Tricycle 2020’s ratcheting push bar to power their tricycle design
Adapted Tricycle 2020 implemented a steering axle installed under the tricycle’s seat to steer the
front wheel. The steering axle had a bevel gear at the front end (in the direction of tricycle’s forward motion)
that meshed with a second bevel connected to another axle that directed the rotation of the front wheel. Last
year’s team portrayed this configuration with the CAD model in Figure 2. The rider’s torso rotation about
the steering axle would actuate change in the tricycle’s direction. We plan to adopt this mechanism for our
own design.

Figure 2. Core rotation about the steering axle under the tricycle seat actuates the rotation of wheel
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Braking the tricycle’s motion presented a greater challenge than the other two subsystems. Most
mechanically powered bicycles and tricycles actuate braking with a gripping motion from the hands.
However, Savannah has no gripping faculty, so the 2020 design team selected to use a coaster brake
activated by a backward leaning motion. Figure 3 displays the brake component. Unfortunately, tests of
this mechanism revealed that the rider would not be able to return to an upright position after first reclining
to brake because of a disruptive displacement of an integral worm gear.

Figure 3. The coaster brake would have been activated by a backward leaning motion.
Another project of interest was the Adaptive Adjustable Tricycle, another Cal Poly senior project [2].
This project involved building a tricycle for disabled students that could be easily adjusted to provide the
proper support for various students of differing needs. This tricycle also incorporated a braking and steering
system not only controlled by the rider, but by a teacher from behind.

Figure 4. Adaptive Adjustable Tricycle
Although it used a conventional pedal drive and cable braking system, its myriad of adjustable features
implemented for optimizing the comfort of the disabled rider could prove useful to draw upon for our
design. The added feature of extending braking and steering control behind the trike so that a teacher or
other aide can operate it might also be a useful addition to our design.

2.4 Competing Products
We began our research on competitive products with the Tilting, Narrow-Track, Recumbent
tricycle built by the students at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
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Figure 5. Tilting, narrow-track tricycle [2]
This tricycle’s main feature of interest is its tilting seat and wheelbase. Recumbent tricycles position
the rider lying on their back in the seat instead of sitting upright. This improves ergonomics and
aerodynamics [2]. This tricycle is still powered by the legs so its powering mechanism is not of interest to
us, but its tilting technology and ergonomic seat could prove desirable for our design. Savannah cannot
steer with her arms so we will have to utilize some leaning mechanism to steer the tricycle. We also looked
into an adaptive tricycle made by Rifton.

Figure 6. Rifton Adaptive Tricycle [3]
It is a tricycle designed for children with physical disabilities, but it is also powered by pedaling
with the legs. The seat has a high clearance from the frame which could be useful in our design [3]. Another
tricycle on the market is the Mobo Triton [4].

Figure 7. Mobo Triton [4]
This tricycle has rear-steering wheels and vertical handlebars mounted like joysticks. The wheels
are steered by linking rods which push or pull the axle of the rear wheels when the handlebars are
manipulated. Although handlebars would not serve a purpose in our design due to Savannah’s limited use
of her arms, the rear steering wheels controlled by linking rods could serve some role in our final design.
One other existing tricycle we researched was the Tomcat Silver Bullet [5].
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Figure 8. Tomcat Silver Bullet [5]
This expensive, UK-produced tricycle is essentially a 5-speed road bike in tricycle format. It has a
drivetrain and gear change system controlled by the rider. Although the traditional steering and power
system are not relevant to our project, seeing how a 5-speed drive train is applied in a tricycle could be of
benefit to us for our design. Finally, our most useful example of a competitive product is the tricycle we
already have in our possession: The Invacare Top End Excelerator [6].

Figure 9. Invacare Top End Excelerator [6]
This hand-operated tricycle was purchased by California Children’s Services for Savannah with
the hope that she would be able to operate it by moving her arms with her hands strapped to the handlebars.
Unfortunately, the tricycle did not meet the needs of Savannah’s particular situation. Linda Wolff of
California Children’s Services wanted our team to modify this tricycle with a new powertrain that Savannah
could operate. As we move further in the design process, we will decide whether this tricycle will be a
suitable base for our new powertrain or if we will need to build off another platform.

2.5 Existing Patents
We also researched a number of patents for this project. The first was an abdominal exercise
apparatus [7].

Figure 10. Abdominal Exercise Apparatus
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This patent details a machine to exercise the abdominal muscles by moving a moveable carriage
up and down using the legs while the body stays supported in place. Although we will not be powering
anything with the legs, this patented design involves a pumping linear motion actuating cables which then
lift weights through the use of pulleys. This mechanism could prove useful at some point in our design. We
also researched an arm powered tricycle that has two independently driven wheels driven by levers [8].

Figure 11. Arm-Powered Tricycle
This patented design is unique in that the front wheel is actually a sphere which eliminates the need
for a steering mechanism. The rider turns direction by giving more power to the wheel opposite of the side
he wishes to turn. For example, if he wants to turn left he must pedal the right wheel harder. This is an
interesting design which could prove useful as steering the trike without any limbs involved will be a
difficult challenge. Although our tricycle cannot be driven by arms, if we could find a way to power the
rear wheels independently, this design might provide the necessary concept. Another patent of interest is
the leaning tricycle [9].

Figure 12. Leaning Tricycle
This design consists of fixed rear power wheels with a front section that is able to rotate on an axle,
effectively allowing the rider to lean the trike. Leaning will likely be a component of our design in some
way to allow Savannah to turn the tricycle with her body alone. The last patent we studied was the human
powered land vehicle. [10]
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Figure 13. Human Powered Land Vehicle
This patent consists of a bicycle or tricycle made for amputees that is driven by arm-powered levers.
These levers are of particular interest for our project because our tricycle will likely be powered by a sort
of lever that is driven by Savannah’s core. These levers, when moved by the rider in a reciprocating motion,
use the principle of mechanical advantage to translate the force inputted by the rider into a moment which
turns the driving gear. This gear is a ratcheting type and accepts the forward motion of the lever but not the
backward motion. This mechanism is very similar to the kind we want to implement in our tricycle.
The research for this project is a continuous process. We hope that the insight from these various
sources will allow our team to be well informed and prepared to take on this necessary and meaningful
engineering project.

3.0 Objectives
To move forward designing the tricycle, we had various objectives to ensure our design would be
successful and make Savannah happy. By defining our problem and creating a specific problem statement
we made sure that all group members were working towards the same goal. We were also able to meet with
Savannah and Linda Wolff to devise a list of needs and wants for the tricycle that ensures we are designing
a product that caters directly to their expectations. From this list we were able to define some key
specifications of our design. We explain each specification and rank how much risk it imposes in the overall
design. Each objective helps to give our team direction and ensure we are designing the best tricycle
possible.

3.1 Problem Definition
Savannah, a recent high school graduate, would like exercise independently on a tricycle. Because
she has limited mobility in her arms and legs due to her arthrogryposis, she is unable to do so with
conventional adapted tricycles that are hand-powered. Creating a primarily core-powered tricycle would
allow her to exercise with little assistance from others.
Figure 14 indicates the physical scope of this project, which encompasses the steering, powering,
and braking subsystems of the tricycle. We will be responsible for most of the major parts of the bike except
for the frame as we plan to use the bike frame on the tricycle provided by the sponsors. The boundary sketch
also includes the torso of the rider because the rider will be controlling all of the major subsystems with her
torso.
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Figure 14. The boundary sketch outlines the parts of the bike that will be adapted to Savannah’s needs.

3.2 Customer Needs and Wants
This team will develop power, steering, and braking systems designed to accommodate Savannah’s
needs, using input from the customers: Savannah, her family, her former teacher William Walters, and her
physical therapist Linda Wolff. We also include bike mechanics who may repair the tricycle in the future
as a customer, but they will have minimal or no input in our interviews.
Meetings with Savannah and her physical therapist, Linda Wolff, revealed their specific needs.
During our first meeting, Linda Wolff expressed explicitly that this tricycle’s primary purpose is to provide
a fun and independent activity with the potential benefit to help Savannah improve her fitness. Listed below
are the customer-stated wants and needs:
-

Self-powered
Self-steering
Self-braking
Transportable
Cardiovascular workout
No electrical components
Limited use of arms and legs
Mostly core-powered
Looks nice
Easy to get into and out of

We have also tabulated this list in the “House of Quality” in Appendix A. The House of Quality
summarizes the quality function deployment (QFD) of this project, which will guide our design thinking
for this project. The QFD pinpoints the actual demands of the customer and eliminates false assumptions
this design team may make. Features, such as the “specifications” and “target values,” outline the specific
tests of quality and quantify successful outcomes of these tests.
To refine our understanding of the customer demands, we employed quality function deployment which
directed our focus to what the customer wanted instead of what we perceived as their need. Interviews with
Savannah and Linda Wolff distinguished that Savannah wanted a bike for recreation and fun rather than for
pure exercise. They also specified the circumstances under which Savannah would ride the bike (on a trail,
at the school track, etc.), giving more insight into what environments the tricycle would be used in. The
input from the customers guided the specifications (Table 1) chosen to test whether the tricycle would meet
Savannah’s needs. We also drew information and insight from other similar products, including the design
developed by the previous year’s senior project team. We compared the components of the different designs
to examine how previous engineers met or fell short of our specific goals.
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3.3 Specifications
Summary of specifications and requirements:
1. Minimize size—Fits the passenger van: The tricycle should be able to fit inside a passenger van
that does not have it back passenger seats up or a van that has adequate trunk space. Ideally the
tricycle would also take up relatively little space on a pathway.
2. Disassembly time—Less than 15 minutes: Any bike mechanic should be able to take the tricycle
apart for a routine tune-up or repair. A short assembly time (15 min) would reflect either the
simplicity of the design or the similarity to other bikes.
3. Weight—10 lb addition to original weight: The tricycle should not be so heavy that it hinders
Savannah from powering it. We have arbitrarily determined the threshold weight to be 10 lb greater
than the original bike weight. Further testing and communication with Savannah may change this
threshold.
4. Component choice—Off the shelf: “Off the shelf” components will primarily be used. This
specification also makes the tricycle more universally serviceable.
5. Power delivery method—Core powered: As Savannah strongest muscle group is her core, the
tricycle should be core-powered. Savannah will test the power system to see if she can power it.
6. Appearance Survey—Meet’s Savannah’s expectations: The tricycle should be aestheticallypleasing and enjoyable for Savannah to ride. Positive feedback from the survey would indicate
success.
7. Comfort Survey—Comfortable for Savannah: Savannah will sit in the tricycle and test out the
mechanics to determine whether she can comfortably use it for the period of time she exercises.
8. Steering mechanism—Core actuated: Rotation in Savannah’s torso will affect change in the
tricycle’s direction.
9. Braking mechanism—Core actuated: Savannah should be able to decelerate the bike using her core.
We estimate that she will have to use ten pounds of force to brake.
10. Required power—Savannah can comfortably power it: The resistance to start the bike should not
be so overwhelming that Savannah struggles to start cycling.
Table 1. A list of testable engineering specifications tailored to Savannah’s needs
Spec.
#
1
2

Specification
Description
Minimize size
Disassembly time

3

Weight

4

Component choice

5

Power delivery method

6

Appearance survey

7

Comfort survey

8
9

Steering mechanism
Braking mechanism

10

Required power

Requirement or Target
(units)
Fits in passenger van
15 min
10 lb added to original
weight
85 % off the shelf
Core powered
Meet’s Savannah’s
expectations
Comfortable for
Savannah
Core actuated
15 ft
25 pounds of force to
start

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

Pass
Max.

L
M

T, S
T

Max.

M

T, A

±5%

L

T, I

Pass

L

T

Pass

L

T, S

Pass

L

T

Pass
Max

M
H

T, A
T, A

Max

M

T, A
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The ‘risk’ column estimates the difficulty we expect to face meeting a specification. ‘L’ indicates
low risk, ‘M’ indicates medium risk, and ‘H’ indicates high risk. We have identified installing a brake as
the most challenging specification of our list. Because Savannah has little dexterity, strength, or grip in her
arms, she cannot quickly engage and emergency brake with her hands. Although the tricycle does not
require an emergency brake, this team included it as a “stretch” goal, which may be examined in the future.
The “compliance” column designates which of the three ways we will employ to test specifications:
test (T), analysis (A), inspection (I), or similarity to an existing product (S).
Ultimately, we recognize that Savannah’s main priority is to exercise autonomously that with little
input from her limbs. We will focus primarily on the three asterisked customer requirements listed at the
top of our House of Quality: self-powered, self-braking, and self-steering. We will prioritize and refine
these requirements over others.

4.0 Concept Design
Our concept design process consisted primarily of ideation, low level prototyping, concept
selection through pugh matrices, concept prototypes, and finally a selected design direction using a
weighted decision matrix. These tools allowed us to consider as many potential solutions against each other
as possible, and from that pool of ideas, choose the ones that would allow us to meet our goals. From that
process, we were able to determine that the design shown in figure 13 best matches the needs of our client.

Figure 15. Preliminary CAD illustrating our intended design direction

4.1 Concept Ideation/Development
To begin the ideation process, we started off by performing a functional decomposition on our
given design challenge. The function tree (Appendix B) that resulted aided ideation by breaking the large
problem of creating a tricycle for savannah into several smaller base functions that were much more
manageable. Three of the main functions—facilitate torso propulsion, facilitate torso steering, and facilitate
torso braking—mention the need for core actuation, so we designed most of our protypes to integrate torso
movement. The three movements we considered for actuation were: crunching, twisting, and leaning. We
included the fourth subsystem, ergonomics, to account for Savannah’s safety and comfort while using her
trike.
For each subsystem, we ideated components that would synthesize the user’s cognitive expectation
of a movement’s effect and the actual movement of the tricycle. For example, if Savannah pumped her
torso forward, she would expect the tricycle to move forward, so we paired a forward pumping motion with
the forward propulsion of the bike. For steering, we paired leftward tilting with directing the wheels
leftward, and, for braking, we paired a backwards pulling motion with deceleration.
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Our initial ideation included “worst idea” ideation, brain-dumping, brainstorming, and brainwriting. Worst idea ideation involved purposefully fabricating the worst designs or design components we
could think of. Though counterintuitive, this method of ideation challenged us to determine aspects of the
design we wanted eliminate or reduce. By coming up with the worst ideas possible, we reframed these bad
ideas from assessing the opposite of each idea or assessing what make the idea so ill-fitting. In the braindumping phase, we individually mass-produced ideas for the project without judgement. The objective of
this method was to write as many concepts as possible from which we could eliminate and modify. Next,
we presented these ideas to the group in our brainstorming session so that the whole team could further
develop ideas. Screenshots of the brainstorming have been included in Appendix C. The brainwriting stage
involved individually sketching our system ideas on Google’s Jamboard app and rotating to each person’s
sketch to add ideas. Screenshots of the sketches have been provided in Appendix C. Although the brainwriting did not produce any feasible results, it primed us to consider how all our ideas would synthesize.
After ideating as many concepts as we could, we organized the concepts into the four main
subsystems: power, steering, braking, and ergonomics. Each team member was responsible for developing
ideas and accompanying prototypes for each subsystem. Some of these prototypes are shown below in
figure 14, but every design is pictured in Appendix D. The prototypes allowed us to see a physical
representation of each idea. After studying our system designs in more detail, we were able to start
eliminating some ideas and working towards the final tricycle design.

Figure 16. System prototypes from left to right – ratcheting seat for bike propulsion, horizontal axle
steering, lean back brake system, and ventilated seat

4.2 Concept Selection
To reach our final design choice, we went through multiple steps to determine which system
designs were best and how we could combine them to get the best overall tricycle design. As mentioned in
the background section, California Children’s Services currently has a hand powered tricycle for Savannah.
After looking at the tricycle we decided that we wanted our designs to be compatible with the existing
tricycle frame. This would eliminate the need for developing an entirely new frame. As we moved forward
with our concept selection, we kept this in mind.
To design the best tricycle, we decided we needed to focus on choosing the best designs for each
system of the tricycle. We created four pugh matrices – one matrix for each system of the tricycle – and
compared each system design to the existing design on California Children’s Services’ current tricycle.
Each pugh matrix in Appendix E lists criteria that is vital to designing a successful tricycle. Each design is
scored with a +, indicating the new design is better than the existing design, or a – , indicating it is worse.
From here each system design column is added, and the designs with the highest scores moved forward in
the design process.
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After determining the best solutions for each system of the tricycle, we developed the
morphological matrix seen in Appendix F. The morphological matrix summarizes the best designs for each
system of the tricycle as determined from the pugh matricies. From this, we were able to mix and match
various subsystems that we determined would work well together into complete concept designs. We then
placed these four designs into a weighted decision matrix (Appendix G) to determine which one best met
our customer needs. Our goal using the weighted decision matrix was to determine our two best designs
from the four. After combining engineering requirements with Savannah’s needs and wants, we developed
a list of important criteria to rate each of the designs. The criteria used for the analysis were:
-

Size
Added weight
Comfort
Appearance
Cost
Standard components
Manufacturability
Power system performance
Steering system performance
Braking system performance
Safety

We attributed each criterium a weight from one to five—five representing the most critical weight
and most desirable outcome-—and rated each design on the same scale. Of the criteria used for analysis,
the ones we weighted the highest were safety, comfort, and manufacturability. It should be noted that
manufacturability was weighted highly due to our limited access to the machine shops, and in a normal year
it would have been much lower. From our decision matrix, we determined the two highest scoring designs
to be design 1 and design 2 as seen in the sketches in figures 15 and 16. Of the two concepts, design 2
scored the highest and is therefore our current design direction. However, we are keeping design 1 as a back
up in case we run into issues in the future.

Figure 17. Sketch of concept 1
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Figure 18. Sketch of concept 2

4.3: Selected System Design
Design 2 employs a ratcheting seat for power actuation. The ratcheting seat uses a similar
mechanism to Adapted Tricycle 2020’s design [1] but uses the seat to propel the tricycle instead of a push
bar. An axle attached to the back of the tricycle seat would have a standard bicycle sprocket and chain
linked to a freewheel on the rear axle. This would allow the user to transmit torque to the wheels when
leaning forwards and coast when leaning backwards. We determined that this power concept was better
than the others that we considered—such as the ratcheting push bar of design 1—mainly due to comfort.
The ratcheting seat back uses a soft strap or belt, rather than a rigid post to transmit force, allowing the
force to be spread out more evenly over the user’s chest.
For the steering subsystem, design 2 utilizes a steering tie rod to join a pivoting seat bottom to the
existing steer axis. The user is able to control the tricycle by leaning left and right, therefore pushing and
pulling on the tie rod and causing the front wheel to turn. A spring is used the help keep the steering centered
so that it is safe to use. This design was chosen for its mechanical simplicity relative to the other main
options for steering: a bevel gear system proposed by last year’s senior project group [1] and a leaning trike
system similar to the one created by University of Milwaukee students [2]. Our chosen design is very similar
to the bevel gear design, however, it eliminates the gears which would be difficult to constrain properly and
could potentially pose a safety hazard. The tilting trike system, while elegant, simply would require too
many custom components and would also create integration issues with other subsystems like powertrain.
For these reasons, we chose the tilting seat and tie rod linkage.
For the braking subsystem, design 2 incorporates a regular bike rim brake with a cable attached to
the seat back. The brake cable will travel with the back of the seat, however, if the user leans back past a
certain point, they will put tension in the cable therefore pulling the brake and slowing the trike down. The
main competitors to this design utilized the user’s legs to press outwards on brake levers and the coaster
brake already present in the front wheel. While all three designs were mechanically simple and could be
easily integrated, the pull brake posed the fewest ergonomic challenges because it would only use
Savannah’s back muscles, and it could also be easily paired with the ratcheting seat back power mechanism.
After creating our full system concepts and decision matrix, we found that many of the ergonomic
and safety feature designs had been requested, or they were independent of the other subsystems. As a
result, we will be including all of these features including a ventilated seat, bike basket, knee guards, and
detachable wheels.
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After deciding to move forward with design 2 for our proposed solution, we made several concept
prototypes to demonstrate the key features. The prototype in figure 19 is an example of how the power
system will work. It used the moving part of the ratchet strap to simulate the seat back so that when the
lever was pushed forward, it would coast, but when the lever was pushed back, it would engage the
ratcheting mechanism. When this happened, the other end of the strap, wrapped around the axle, rotated the
rear wheel. From this prototype we learned that forward motion on this trike will likely be slow because
the motion is repeating, rather than cyclical, like on a bicycle. This highlights the importance of gearing to
ensure that the trike will be fun to use.

Figure 19. Prototype of the power system
The prototypes shown in figures 20 and 21 model two slightly different implementations of the
chosen steering mechanism, both of which utilize the leaning of the seat to turn the front wheel. The
mechanism in figure 20 has two rigid “elbow” linkages to pivot the front axle while the mechanism in figure
21 would use a single rigid 2 force member (simulated with two tension members) to accomplish the same
thing. From our preliminary testing, we found the second mechanism to be more mechanically reliable and
easier to package, so we will be using that design moving forward. Both of these mechanisms highlighted
the high forces in each of the linkages which we will need to take into account and try to simulate in our
detailed design.

Figure 20. Prototype 1 of a front axle steering concept
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Figure 21. Prototype 2 of a front axle steering concept
Finally, the concept model of our braking system is shown in figure 22. It uses the existing front
caliper on the trike along with the silver lever to simulate the seat back. When the lever is pulled back, the
brake caliper tightens, just like how it will act when the seat is tilted back. From this prototype we were
able to determine that there is a significant amount of deflection within the cable and brake caliper.
Therefore, braking will have to take place over a wide range of seat angles, likely limiting the amount of
travel for powering the trike.

Figure 22. Prototype of the braking system concept
After creating our concept prototypes, we moved on to developing our initial CAD designs. The
CAD models we developed show the entire tricycle design for design 2 along with the power, steering, and
braking systems. We also show the parts of the tricycle frame from California Children’s Services that we
are expecting to use in the design. While these are not our final models, they give us the best idea of how
the tricycle will look and how each system design will function. Unlike the concept prototypes, the CAD
models display each system in detail along with an entire model of how we expect the tricycle to come
together. The models for the parts of the existing tricycle we intend to use are seen in an isometric of the
entire tricycle system pictured in figures 23 and 24 respectively. The models for the separate steering,
braking, and power subsystems are shown in Appendix H. Moving forward we will continue to develop
these CAD models to more accurately represent what the finished tricycle will look like and how it will
function.
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Figure 23. Current tricycle frame parts we will use in our design

Figure 24. Complete tricycle preliminary CAD design

4.4 Engineering Analysis
After determining our intended design direction, we began working on preliminary design analysis.
To get a better idea of what forces could be expected in a torso powered device, we first gathered a small
amount of data to estimate those forces. We did this using a simple setup involving a scale and a protractor.
The results can be seen in figure 25. For this testing we found that there is a dramatic difference in available
force when leaned backwards versus when we were leaned forwards, in addition to the fact that we were
able to produce an average force of about 30 lbf.
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Figure 25. Preliminary Force Analysis
After gathering this data, we created a MATLAB model of the power system that takes average
force, estimated weight, and gear ratio as inputs to plot graphs of both velocity and distance over time
(figures 26 and 27). This model takes into account the time required to reset the ratcheting seat (the flat
sections in the velocity vs time plot) and the max practical speed that someone can move their torso through
a whole power cycle. Moving forward we intend to collect similar data from Savannah herself so that we
can determine the best gear ratio possible for our power system.

Figure 26. Example plot of Trike Velocity vs Time from our power model
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Figure 27. Example plot of Trike Distance vs Time from our power model
Moving forward, we will be making similar models for our braking and steering subsystems. These
models will be used to determine the length of the lever arm in our braking system and the relative length
of the two steering arms. These plots can be found in section 5.2.

4.5 Expected Challenges
Before moving forward with our chosen design, it is important to identify and plan a course of
action regarding challenges we expect to encounter. A few issues pertaining to the design have presented
themselves. The first is that because Savannah will be strapped into the seat, we anticipate that it will be
difficult for her to lean the seat bottom to steer. Given that the seat back and seat bottom move independently
of one another, the seat back will stay in place as the seat bottom pivots. As Savannah will be strapped to
the seat back, her torso will also be fixed along with it to some extent. It remains to be seen how much
motion will be prevented; if it is possible to keep the strap loose around her torso and still be able to
effectively power the trike, then this issue may not end up posing a significant problem.
As noted in the Design Hazard Checklist in Appendix I, another issue that impacts that safety and
usability of the tricycle is the multitude of exposed gears, chains, and linkages in the area of the user’s range
of motion. These have the possibility of being pinch points presenting a hazard to the user. We intend to
revise our design and reduce as many hazards within Savannah’s range of motion as possible. For the ones
we cannot relocate, we will cover them and install guards to reduce the chance of pinching or other injury
to the user.
Finally, we anticipate a difficulty sourcing common parts when manufacturing the tricycle
mechanisms. The specific rod linkages and connectors might not be readily available and may require us to
manufacture them instead. An overview of all safety hazards and their expected probability of occurring is
detailed in the Risk Assessment seen in Appendix J.
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5.0 Final Design
After reviewing our preliminary design plans and expected challenges, we have moved forward
with the final design for Savannah’s tricycle. After finalizing our 3-D model, we built a semi-functional
structural prototype to give us a better idea of how the final design will work. We used the prototype to
help us understand and validate our design. After we built this prototype and completed all analysis, we
gained a better understanding of the safety, maintenance, and repair considerations for Savannah’s tricycle.
We ensured that our design would meet our project budget and included a full break down on what will
be purchased to build it. Moving forward, we have a few small concerns left about the final design.
However, we have a plan to overcome these obstacles and finish a great tricycle for Savannah.

5.1 Description
The final design for Savannah’s tricycle is controlled using entirely her core power and body
weight. Figure 28 below shows an isometric of the final tricycle we plan to build. The three main subsystems
of the design are steering, powering, and braking. Additionally, the tricycle will include various items that
make it safer and more comfortable while it is being used. The following description goes over each
subsystem with reference to the labeled system image. We have also completed a detailed drawing package
for all modified and manufactured parts that is included in Appendix K. Each of these explain the details
of the adapted tricycle design we are moving forward with.

Figure 28. Isometric of the final tricycle design
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The power system is responsible for ensuring Savannah can move the tricycle forward easily. The
back of the tricycle seat moves forward and backwards. There is a chest harness across the top of the seat
that Savannah will put around her torso. When Savannah leans forward, the power axle will rotate. When
the power axle rotates, the chainring in the drivetrain (the chain, freewheel, and chainring are the drivetrain
of the tricycle) will move the chain which is attached to a freewheel on the rear axle. The rear axle is
attached to the rear wheels, so when it is rotated by the drivetrain, the wheels spin forwards. After the
MATLAB analysis discussed above and experiments with our structural prototype, we determined that the
best gear ratio for our chainring and freewheel would be 26:16. This proved to be the easiest for Savannah
to propel the tricycle forward quickly while still fitting the design requirements. Because of the freewheel,
when Savannah leans back, the seat ratchets, and the wheel does not move backwards. To make this
possible, we ordered new wheels that were compatible with the axle and freewheel. We will be making
bearing blocks for the rear axle to ensure it rotates smoothly and does not interfere with other components.
Additionally, we will be making bushing blocks that attach the bottom seat layer to the power axle and
allow the back of the seat to rotate smoothly. We will use a standard bike chain and chainrings with the
assembly along with the other existing parts on the current tricycle. Additionally, we added drivetrain
guards to ensure Savannah is protected from the moving gears and chain which will be made from steel
sheet metal. Figure 29 shows a complete isolated view of the power system.

Bearing Blocks
Chest Harness

Bushing Blocks
Drivetrain
Guard
Power Axle

Drivetrain

Rear Axle

Figure 29. Breakdown of the final power system design
The next subsystem of the tricycle is braking. The tricycle will use a brake caliper in conjunction
with a brake cable and rod attached to the back of the seat to slow and stop. Figure 30 shows an isolated
view of the braking system. The brake caliper will be attached to the fork of the tricycle so the pads on
either side of the front wheel rub against the rim when the brake cable is pulled. Savannah will pull the
brake cable to slow the bike by leaning backwards in her seat. This is made possible by the cable tab located
on the back of the seat. This is where the end of the brake cable will be secured. A brake bar will attach the
seat and the brake cable helping to ensure the cable is not in Savannah’s way when she is using the tricycle.
A travel stop will be attached to the end of this bar so the seat can’t move too far backwards, and Savannah
is leaning back a comfortable amount to slow the tricycle. The brake bar and travel stop will be modified
slightly from purchase to fit the correct geometry of the tricycle. The brake caliper, cable, housing, brake
pads, and fasteners for the assembly either already exist on the tricycle or will be used as purchased.
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Figure 30: Isolated view of the final braking system design
Savannah will steer the tricycle by leaning her seat side to side. Figure 31 shows an isolated view
of the steering system. The seat of the tricycle consists of a two-layer base. The bottom most layer will be
stationary and serve as the building block attaching the seat and steering components to the frame. The top
part of the seat, where Savannah sits, will move side to side and have a seat pad placed on top. We will be
making the bottom layer of the seat from an aluminum plate and designing steering bearing blocks for
movement of the top layer from aluminum. In between these two layers there is a steering rod. When the
seat leans side to side, the rod under the seat will turn, and with it, the steering tabs. The tabs will be attached
to a steering member. When the steering rod moves, the steering tab attached to it rotates, and it turns the
steering member along with the steering tab attached to the fork. This is attached to a longer steering rod
going up to the top of the fork. This translates the leaning of the seat to turning of the wheel. Each of the
steering rods and members will be modified from an existing purchase of steel and aluminum material
respectively to fit the geometry. The fork of the existing tricycle will also be trimmed down at an angle so
that the upper steering tab can be welded on. There will be a spring attached between the front wheel and
fork so that the trike will self-center, making it easier to travel in a straight line and return to upright after
a turn. This spring will be used from the existing tricycle.
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Figure 31. Steering system of the tricycle
To test that our design will work, we were able to create a semi-functioning prototype of the
tricycle. The prototype focuses on the power and steering systems. It is made of wood, PVC, and the rear
axle, wheels, bearings, and freewheel that will be used in the final assembly. The main goal of creating this
prototype was to make sure our power and steering systems would work and to give us a better
understanding of how the components will fit together. A picture of the prototype is shown below in figure
32. With this prototype, we were able to successfully assemble the tricycle systems and drive it with our
core power. We also found that the tilting seat is much more stable than expected, the tricycle cannot be
pushed in reverse, and a chest harness is much more ideal than a single strap. Because our prototype was
successful, we will be moving forward with our design. We may modify the chest harness or seat back
height as we build and test, but we want to keep the design plans mentioned above since they worked very
well.
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Figure 32. Tricycle final design concept prototype focusing on steering and power systems
We are confident that by combining all of these sub-systems, we will create a well-designed easy
to use tricycle for Savannah. We want to include a few finishing touches for the tricycle to make it safer
and more enjoyable for Savannah. This will include adding guards to the sides of the tricycle to keep
Savannah’s legs protected from the two fast moving side wheels. We also want to add a ventilating layer
to the seat, water bottle holder, and possibly a basket to the back of the seat. The last step will be to powder
coat the tricycle pink. We are motivated to create a tricycle that Savannah is happy with, and we believe
these details will help us achieve this.

5.2 Analysis
To ensure the tricycle is safe and functions properly, we did analysis for various parts of the tricycle
and will be doing testing with our completed structural prototype. The analysis we did verifies that the
materials we chose for the design will work, the components we will be using will not wear out too quickly,
and tricycle will be easy for Savannah to use. This includes gear ratio analysis, force needed to propel the
tricycle, bending analysis for the steering rod, buckling analysis for the steering rod, steering member stress,
bearing life analysis, required braking power, and the lever arm ratio for steering. We wanted to design all
of our components to have a factor of safety of at least three to ensure that they last a long time and withstand
any missuse. A summary of the results can be seen below in table 2. As you can see, all components meet
these requirements. Therefore, we are confident that our design will be very safe for Savannah. Below, the
results of our analysis is discussed in more detail and prove our design will not only be safe; it will also
function properly.
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Table 2. Summary of final tricycle design components with respected failure mode and determined factor
of safety
Component

Failure Mode

Safety Factor

Power Axle

Bending/Torsion

3.5

Power Axle Bushings

Static Load

3.1

Static Load

5.0

Life

3.2

Steering Rod

Bending/Torsion

3.9

Steering Member

Buckling

7.4

Braking Bar

Bending

4.1

Rear Axle Bearings

For the power system, we determined the force that Savannah would be using to pull forwards on
seat and propel the tricycle forwards in conjunction with the correct gear ratio to use so the tricycle was
easy enough to move and accelerate in a given amount of time. The force testing we did is discussed above,
and the results are pictured in figure 25. The force we are expecting Savannah to use to propel the tricycle
forward is about 30 lbf. The gear ratio analysis was done in MATLAB, and the code for the analysis can
be found in Appendix K. After testing various ratios, we determined the ratio that allows Savannah to excel
the quickest and easiest would be 26:16. The resulting graph is pictured below in Figure 33. This ratio
allows Savannah to propel the tricycle about 425 feet in 60 seconds using a force of 30 lbf.
The steering system consists of multiple components and required the most analysis. We started
with analysis for the rod beneath the seat. For this rod, we did our calculations with steel. We did both
buckling and bending analysis. The hand calculations for these are shown in Appendix L. For the buckling
analysis we found that the maximum force on the steering rod would be 1024.72 psi. From the bending
analysis we found that the maximum shear on the rod would be 43459.9 psi. After looking at the expected
weight that will be applied and comparing it to the rated strength the bar should be able to hold, we know
that the bar will support the torsion it will undergo. Because our calculated values are much less than the
rated values for the steel parts, we know that these parts will be safe for Savannah. After calculating the
forces on the steering rod, we wanted to understand the stress that would be felt by the steering member
connecting the rod beneath the seat to the fork. From this analysis we found the stress within the member
to be 266704.7 psi. The hand calculations can be found in Appendix L. We do not expect our design will
exceed this value, and this stress is much less than the rated stress the member can withstand. We also
needed to demine how much the tricycle would be able to turn when Savannah leans from side to side.
From this we determined the dimensions needed for the steering system. Given the dimensions of the
wheelbase, force applied, friction, stiffness of the spring, and length of the arms connecting the member
from the seat to the fork, we determined the angle the wheel would turn for various applied forces. This
calculation was done in MATLAB, and the code can be found in Appendix L. Figure 33 shows the front
tire angle changing with the applied force. We found that with an applied force of about 107 lbf, the tricycle
will turn 25 degrees. This equates to a maximum turning radius of eight feet. We assumed this maximum
applied force to be a little over half of what Savannah is able to apply with her body weight. Since we
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wanted to ensure the tricycle wasn’t too sensitive while also making sure it was easy enough to turn, we are
happy with the outcome. Because each of these calculations justify the safety and geometry of our design,
we will move forward using steel and the dimensions specified in the calculations.

Figure 33. Steering effort needed to turn the front tire of the tricycle a certain amount of degrees
For the braking system, we determined how much force is needed to slow and stop the tricycle.
From this, we were able to determine where on the seat back we should place the end of the cable. For
this system, the analysis was done in MATLAB, and the code can be found in Appendix K. We found
that the tricycle will require 50 lbs to stop in approximately ten seconds. Judging by Savannah’s weight
and test from the power system, 50 lbs of force will be no problem for Savannah to stop the tricycle.
Figure 34 shows the stopping time from the maximum expected velocity of 13 ft/s. This velocity exceeds
the maximum velocity we are expecting Savannah will reach given the expected uses for the tricycle. We
will also make Savannah aware of how long it will take the tricycle to slow down so she can stay as safe
as possible while using it. With this information, we determined that the brake cable will need to be
attached to the seat 4 inches above its base. From this analysis, we know that the tricycle will be able to
be stopped safely.
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Figure 34. Left – gear ratio power analysis. Right - braking analysis from maximum velocity
For both braking and steering, we will be using bearings. Because bearings are constantly
moving, there is a specific amount of life they have. We wanted to ensure that the bearings we are using
will not wear too quickly. To determine how long the bearings will last, we did bearing life analysis. This
analysis was done in Excel using a bearing life analysis tool made by our team. The analysis tool can be
seen in Appendix M. From this analysis we determined the bearings we will be using have a life of 604
million revolutions. The bearings we will be using exceed our expectations and the rated bearing life. This
is more than long enough for our bearing’s application, and we do not foresee any issues with regards to
the bearing life.
After completing our analysis, we were able to determine that the geometry we had and materials
we were planning on using were sufficient. Because of the ongoing pandemic, we were not able to test
our measurements with Savannah. However, moving forward, our team will be doing multiple tests with
our structural prototype and the completed tricycle to justify these calculations and our design further.
These tests are discussed in section 7.2.

5.3 Safety, Maintenance, and Repairs
The most important part of our design is safety. Along with our analysis mentioned above, we
have added various safety features to our design. Additionally, we want to make sure that each part of the
tricycle is durable and does not require constant maintenance. However, when the tricycle is in need of
maintenance, we have ensured that the complex systems are able to be repaired by mechanics at a local
bike shop.
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Keeping Savannah safe when she uses the tricycle has been at the core of all of our decisions so
far. The analysis for bending of the bar beneath the seat, buckling for the steering rod, and braking power
are example of calculations that were done to ensure the tricycle is safe. The bending analysis ensures the
bar beneath the seat can withstand the force from the seat above while the buckling calculations ensure
rod does not fail under the torsion from steering. The braking analysis ensures that Savannah will be able
to stop the tricycle safely and efficiently. There are various additions to our design that were added
specifically for safety. This includes the guards around the drivetrain and on the sides of the tricycle
protecting her from the turning wheels. The Design Hazards Checklist in Appendix I address many of
these concerns. After looking over the tricycle and each system in detail, combined with analysis and
future tests, we are confident the tricycle will be safe for Savannah.
Any tricycle will need repair and maintenance after a certain amount of time for general wear and
un-expected mechanical issues. We made sure to test the life and strength of crucial components to ensure
the tricycle doesn’t have any failures. This includes bearing life analysis and all strength analysis.
However, when the tricycle does have a mechanical issue, it is important to make sure it can be repaired
by a bike mechanic at a local bike shop. Because of this, we did not use any custom size bicycle parts that
a mechanic would be unfamiliar with. Therefore, all parts that are commonly replaced on a standard bike
would be able to be ordered and replaced by a local bike shop. To confirm this, we have been in touch
with Savannah’s local bike shop, Foothill Cyclery. They ensured us that they would be able to work on
the tricycle and that we are able to come to them to confirm new parts moving forward.

5.4 Cost Analysis
The total estimated cost for the tricycle comes to a total of 566 dollars which meets our budget
requirement of 750 dollars. However, we have applied for additional funding through CP Connect. This
extra funding will allow us to add some components and details requested by Savannah. A detailed
summary of the cost for all future purchases of sub-system components can be seen in the indented bill of
materials in Appendix O. Each sub-system requires purchasing different amounts of parts depending on
the complexity and the materials we already have.
The chassis for the tricycle consists of the frame, seat, footrests, steering bearing blocks, and
fasteners. For this part of the design, we will be using the current frame and part of the seat. We will be
purchasing the steering bearing blocks, and fasteners, and bottom part of the seat. The total cost for all of
these products is 56 dollars. The seat accounts for most of this cost.
The power system for the tricycle is one of the most complex, therefore requiring the purchase of
most components. The drivetrain consists of the chain and chainrings and will cost about 50 dollars. The
rear axle assembly consists of the free wheel, adapter, hub, sprocket, and sprocket adapter. All of these
components end up being about 170 dollars. The power axle assembly consists of the power axle, power
axle bearing, and power axle bearing block, so this assembly ends up costing about 45 dollars. Finally, we
will need to purchase new wheels for the tricycle to account for the new freewheel and adapter. The total
cost for the power system ends up being about 389 dollars.
The braking system consists of the brake caliper, brake pads, brake cable and housing, and brake
rod attached to the seat. The brake caliper is the most complex of the parts, but we will be using the
already existing one on the current tricycle along with it’s brake pads. The total brake system ends up
costing about 30 dollars.
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6.0 Manufacturing
After finalizing our design plans, we decided how we were going to manufacture the tricycle. We
determined where we were going to purchase components and how we were going to get them. With this,
we decided what parts we were going to use without modifying and what parts we were going to make
from scratch. We also decided how we would make these parts and assemble them to create a complete,
and well-functioning tricycle.

6.1 Procurement
Before coming up with a plan to manufacture the tricycle, our team identified which components
we could purchase and which we would have to build. We also paid close attention to our budget.
Because we received additional funding from CP Connect, we were able to purchase all of our materials
and components and still manage to stay well within our spending limit. After totaling our purchases from
the materials and components, we found that they add up to about 588 dollars. A summary of costs for
each subsystem is shown below in Table 3. A more detailed breakdown of these purchases can be seen in
the indented bill of materials located in Appendix O.
Table 3. Budget Summary by Sub-system
System/part
Chassis
Power
Steering
Braking

Total Cost
$ 99.40
$ 399.88
$ 73.26
$ 14.93

We purchased all of our parts by subsystem. Beginning with the chassis, we were provided the
frame and footrests, although some modifications were required. We had to manufacture a new seat. For
this, we ordered sheets of steel and steel tube from Aircraft Spruce. Additionally, we purchased bearing
blocks from McMaster Carr and assorted fasteners from Fastenal.
For the power subsystem, we purchased a new chain ring assembly from Amazon, a free wheel
assembly sourced in parts from both Amazon and Utah Trikes. We purchased parts for our power axle
assembly from Utah Trikes, Amazon, and Fastenal. Our verification prototype will not be able to reuse
the old rear wheels, so we purchased new rear wheels from Husky bicycles.
The steering system depends on the steering rod which we built to our specifications. This rod is
made of steel and was sourced from Aircraft Spruce. The steering member is made of aluminum, and
again, is sourced as a stock aluminum rod purchased from Midwest Steel Supply, which we then
manufactured to our specifications. The rod ends facilitate the conversion of the tilting of the seat to the
turning of the wheel using a ball and socket connection. They were purchased from FK Bearings. The
bearing blocks and pinch collars that are used in the steering assembly were purchased from Midwest
Steel Supply.
The braking system is the simplest subsystem of our trike. It consists of a brake cable and housing
set purchased from Amazon and some stock pieces of billet aluminum, which we used to construct the
brake arm.
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6.2 Manufacturing Process
When all the parts for the tricycle began arriving, our team quickly began working in the Cal Poly
machine shops . Almost all manufacturing was completed by our team members in the Mustang 60
workshop or Cal Poly Aero Hangar located on campus with the exception of the welding and waterjet
processes. These are discussed in detail in section 6.4. Our goal was to create a safe and functioning
verification prototype that we would test, modify, and eventually give to Savannah. The following
describes the manufacturing processes that were used to construct this prototype.
Beginning with the chassis, the first step was to cut the ends of our existing tricycle frame to fit
the new rear axle. For the seat, we cut the existing metal rods at the seat bend. For both processes we used
a circular saw. We made a new, double layer, bottom for the seat by having a Cal Poly shop technician
use the water jet to cut two square plates out of aluminum stock. These plates were then sanded smooth
using a belt sander and drilled to accept the mounting hardware needed for the bearing blocks. We
discovered halfway through the manufacturing process that we needed a new seat back. The existing seat
back was made of aluminum, so we were unable to weld on crucial pieces for the design. Therefore, we
ordered hollow steel tubing and bent it to match the dimensions of the previous seat back. The process
and result of bending this tubing is shown below in figure 35. The padding for the seat back will be
placed over the sides of the tubing frame and on top of the bottom seat plates.

Figure 35. Bending the steel tubing for the frame of the seat back
The manufacturing processes for the power system were some of the most complex for our
design. We started by using a mill to cut two keyways into our power axle so that it could be secured to
the seat back. This process is shown below in figure 36. We then milled the cylindrical end of the power
axle into a square taper to fit the clearance of the chainring. This square tapper can be seen in the upper
image of figure 36, covered in the blue layout fluid. This end was drilled and tapped.
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Figure 36. Milling the keyway into the power axle
We then created the attachments for the keyway that would be welded to the seat back and fit
with the power axle. These are the pieces that are responsible for the power transition between the seat
back and power axle. These attachments essentially become part of the seat back. The part is seen in
figure 37. Starting with a solid steel cylinder, we first hollowed out the piece using a mill. We then cut it
in half with a circular saw and used a mill to cut a groove horizontally down the center line of each piece.
This groove will fit over a piece placed in the keyway of the power axle. This facilitates the movement
between the turning of the seat back and power axle. The fit between these pieces and the power axle can
be seen in figure 38.

Figure 37. Seat back attachments with groove to facilitate power transfer between seat back and power
axle
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Figure 38. Example of how keyway will fit with seat back extension pieces
The manufacturing for the drivetrain consisted of modifying a bicycle crankarm, spider, and
chainring. As shown in figure 39, we cut the crankarm short with a vertical bandsaw and sanded the edges
to ensure the crankarm would not interfere with the user as the tricycle moved.

Figure 39. Modified crankarm, spider, and chainring
We then cut and sanded the bushing blocks for the tricycle using a lathe and belt sander. From
there, we drilled and tapped the holes needed for the power axle bearings and mounting hardware that would
attach the blocks to the bottom part of the seat. Figure 40 shows the final bushing blocks.
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Figure 40. Final cut, drilled, and tapped bushing blocks
Next, spacers were machined on the lathe to align the freewheel with the chain ring. Finally, the
entire power train needed to be blocked off from the user so as to prevent pinching and other hazards. We
made the power train guard out of stock sheet metal. We first bent the side walls as necessary, and then we
welded the sheets together to the correct outline of the drivetrain.
The steering subsystem is a wholly new addition to the tricycle utilizing almost no existing
components. The steering rod was cut to the desired length from stock steel rod using a circular saw. We
made the steering bearing blocks to go in between the bottom and top layers of the seat and hold the steering
rod. The bearing blocks were made from aluminum and they were drilled and tapped to mount to the seat
plates. The final steering rod and bearing blocks are seen below in figure 41, placed between the two bottom
layers of the seat.

Figure 41. Steering rod placed in between the top and bottom seat layers
We then cut and sanded the fork and steering rod at an angle using an angle grinder and belt
sander. These cuts were made at the locations we would be mounting the steering tabs. The steering tabs
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were cut using an angle grinder out of stock steel plate. They clearance holes were drilled for the ¼-20
bolts that connect to the steering member. The final steering tabs are shown below in figure 42.

Figure 42. Steering tabs
The steering member was cut from stock aluminum rod to the desired length using a circular saw.
It was then drilled and tapped to allow attachment of the rod ends that facilitate the movement between
the steering tabs and member. The final steering member is shown below in figure 43.

Figure 43. Steering member
The braking system is the simplest subsystem of the design. We started by cutting the braking bar
from aluminum bar stock using a circular saw. We drilled two holes through this piece. The hole on one
end of the brake arm will be responsible for attaching it to the frame while the hole on the opposite end
holds the brake cable up and out of the way of the seat. We sanded one side of the bar, so the edges were
not sharp. Pictures of the brake bar with the holes and sanded edge can be seen below in figure 44.
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Figure 44. Cut brake bar from aluminum stock with sanded edge and two drilled holes.
The brake tab used to attach the cable to the frame was milled and drilled into the seat back
frame. It is part of the seat back, so when Savannah leans back, the cable will become taught and initiate
the caliber. This tab is seen below in figure 45. We also milled and drilled the two tabs that will secure the
brake bar to the frame. These two tabs are shown below in figure 46.

Figure 45. Brake tab drilled and milled onto seat back frame

Figure 46. Brake tabs to secure the brake bar
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Throughout the manufacturing process, we were testing the fit of each component on the tricycle.
This allowed us to ensure parts would fit when it came to assembling the subsystems. After we completed
the machining for each individual component, we were able to move forward with permanent assembly of
each subsystem to create our tricycle verification prototype.

6.3 Assembly
After manufacturing all parts of the tricycle, we needed to assemble everything. Beginning with
the chassis and power system, the rear axle is run through the frame and attached to the rear wheels. The
power axle runs through the bushing blocks that connect the seat back and bottom. As shown in figure 47,
the chain ring with the spider is attached to the end of the power axle using the square tapered end of the
axle and mounting hardware. The freewheel is attached to the end of the rear axle, and the chain connects
the chainring and freewheel.

Figure 47. Drivetrain assembly
The seat back attachments that facilitate power transfer between the seat back and power axle
were welded to the seat back and then placed on top of the power axle and key, within the keyway. The
power axle assembly, without the seat back, is seen below in figure 48. The power axle welded to the seat
back is seen below in figure 49.
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Figure 48. Isolated power axle assembly

Figure 49. Power axle attached to seat
For the steering system, the bottom mounting plate is bolted to the existing tricycle frame base.
The top plate of the seat base is placed on top. The steering bearing blocks were placed in between the
two plates and are bolted to both the bottom and top plate. The steering rod is welded to a steering tab on
one end as seen below in figure 50.
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Figure 50. Steering tab welded to the steering rod
This tab is bolted to the ball of the ball-and-socket steering member rod ends. A second steering
tab is welded to the top of the fork as seen below in figure 51, and it was then secured to the other end of
the steering member.

Figure 51. Steering tab welded to the top of the fork
The spring is placed on circular hooks connecting the fork and frame. The spring came with the
tricycle, and no modifications were needed. This completes assembly of the steering system.
A cable brake line is run from the existing rim brake caliber to the braking arm. This lever is
connected to the frame via two tabs and a screw. The two tabs were placed on both sides of the steering
rod and welded to the frame. As seen below in figure 52, a screw then runs through them, securing the
brake bar to the rear axle.
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Figure 52. Brake bar secured to frame with two tabs and screw
Figure 53 shows how the brake cable is run through the brake bar and attached to the back of the
seat. The brake line is secured by running it through the brake bar and connecting it to a mounting tab
welded to the seat back. Surrounding the cable brake line is plastic cable housing. This ensures that the
moving cable does not interfere with the user. Additionally, a brake cable and housing mounting kit was
used to secure the housing at various points along the frame. This also ensures that the cable is not in the
user’s way, and that the cable is secure along the tricycle.

Figure 53. Routing the brake cable through the brake bar to the seat back

6.4 Outsources
There were a few aspects of tricycle manufacturing that we were unable to complete ourselves.
This included most of the welding and the water jet processes for our seat. Our welding tasks were
performed by a Cal Poly shop technician under fee for service work. The water jet processes that were
used to cut the bases of the seat were performed by a Cal Poly shop technician. Because of the additional
funding we received, and resources provided by Cal Poly, we were lucky enough to have these processes
completed by professionals and remain within our budget.
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6.5 Challenges, Lessons, and Recommendations for Future Production
Throughout the manufacturing process, we were constantly learning and adapting as challenges
arose. The main challenge we had was time. Due to some Covid-19 restrictions in the shops, an
abundance of other senior projects, and not realizing issues in time to plan for them, we struggled to get
the tricycle finished in time. The first challenge was getting our parts water jetted by the Cal Poly
machine shop, and therefore, the assembly of our prototype was pushed back drastically. There were
multiple other projects in line for the water jet, so our parts did not get completed by the time we needed.
Additionally, we made the mistake of assuming the existing seat back was steel. Therefore, we had to
order new material half-way through the manufacturing process. Finally, welding was done much slower
than we would have liked. It took two weeks for the tricycle to be fully welded, but we did not realize this
until we reached that stage in the assembly. One of our team members stepped up and learned how to do
the welding to finish our prototype on time. Each of these processes set us back on timing, and we
struggled to catch up and finish the tricycle throughout the quarter. If we could do it over again, we would
plan even farther, double check all materials, and have a set date with deadline that we would have the
tricycle welded. Our team members worked very hard complete the tricycle, and time management and
attention to detail were the biggest areas we grew throughout the project.

7.0 Design Verification
Our team tested the ten specifications outlined under Section 3.3 through two stages: prototype
tests and final product tests. A table detailing the tests performed has been attached in Appendix P.

7.1 Meeting Specifications
Listed below are the design specifications and their respective requirements:
1. Minimize tricycle size. The tricycle must fit inside Savannah’s passenger van. We do not foresee
any of the added components presenting an obstacle to transporting the tricycle to and from the
van.
2. Disassembly time less than 15 minutes. The final tricycle should not be difficult for any bike shop
to disassemble.
3. Additional weight less than ten pounds. Several of the added components will be steel shafts and
bearings. The overall weight of the parts may slightly exceed ten pounds, but the team does not
expect this to significantly encumber the transportation or usage of the tricycle.
4. 85% of components “off the shelf.” Most of the components of the steering subsystem will be
produced by members of our team, but the rest of the tricycle will be made with off the shelf parts,
some of which will be slightly modified. We specified that at least 85% of the components should
be off the shelf to indicate that we expect most of the tricycle to be serviceable by bicycle shops.
5. Core-powered. This specification is perhaps the most important of the ten described. The whole
product is designed to be torso driven. However, this part of the plan ensures that Savannah has
no need to lift or contract her limbs to leverage her core.
6. Sponsor-approved aesthetics.
7. Comfortable to ride. The main issue we anticipate is that the steering arm (connecting the steering
fork and seat assembly) will interrupt the smooth steering of the tricycle by hitting Savannah’s legs.
While a rider operates the tricycle, she should not have to shift the position of her legs throughout
the ride to accommodate the turning of the steering arm. Another concern is that the chest harness
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will press into her body or limit any circulation. Although we plan to install a cross-body harness
that will reduce the pressure on the rider’s chest, we will test both with team members and Savannah
to see if there is any discomfort from the strap.
8. Core-actuated steering. The maximum turning radius of the tricycle should be 8 feet, and the
passenger should not have to rely on their hands or legs to anchor them to the seat. This
specification will be tested by making a U turn during the test ride.
9. Core-actuated braking. We will be measuring the distance from brake initiation to point of full
stop make sure that the tricycle can stop within 15 feet.
10. Maximum pushing force of 25 pounds. A bathroom weight scale will be utilized to measure the
maximum force (applied while initiating movement).

7.2 Testing Description
Testing of the tricycle specifications took place in two phases: the structural prototype phase and
the final prototype phase.
Testing the structural prototype ensured the basic functionality of the design. We built the prototype
using inexpensive materials—dowels, PVC pipes, and wood planks—and some final components that
cannot be modeled with the aforementioned materials. This phase primarily focused on the functionality
of the ratcheting seat back and the steering assembly. The trial tests whether the ratcheting mechanism
worked, how much force was required to initiate movement, and how far one push took the tricycle and
passenger. We performed these tests using team members. Unfortunately, because of the limitations social
distancing, we cannot ask Savannah to test these specifications in this testing phase. Though the tests may
proved successful for us, we were not sure how accurately the results applied to Savannah’s usage.
The final prototype phase involves the final product. At this point, the structural prototype trials
have confirmed the functionality of all major subsystems of the tricycle: power, steering, and braking. This
testing will ensure all specifications mentioned above are met. We performed tests were for maximum
pushing force, maximum speed, turning radius, braking distance, and comfort. The test procedures
describing the test criteria and steps for each of these tests can be found in Appendix Q. Each of these tests
prove whether or not our specifications were met. Luckily, because this testing was late in the year, we
were able to safely and briefly meet with Savannah and ask her to ride the prototype to give us feedback on
its comfort. However, due to the pandemic, our team members were responsible for carrying out most of
the test procedures, recording all data, and making the desired changes based off of the results.

7.3 Testing Results
We began testing the design specifications listed above by drawing up a series of test procedures
to test the different parameters. The first specification: Off-the-shelf components, was met after we
completed our parts sourcing. 85% of our parts are off-the-shelf and any part that would require
maintenance can be purchased at most bicycle shops, therefore we have passed this requirement. Next, we
confirmed both with our structural prototype and now our final prototype that the tricycle is indeed corepowered. It does not require the use of the arms or the legs to propel itself forward. This specification has
been met.
We then looked at the maximum speed the tricycle would reach. We didn’t want it to be too high,
or else the braking calculations we did may not be accurate, and the tricycle may not stop. On the other
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hand, we wanted it to go fast enough so Savannah would have fun riding it. To test the maximum speed,
we used a bicycle GPS. We had different teammates ride the tricycle as fast as they could, and we recorded
the top speed. We found that the tricycle did not meet the top speed we expected. Instead, it was about three
feet per second slower. This is likely due to the various bearing and chain losses in our system that were
not accounted for in our system model. We will not be changing the gear ratio as doing so would increase
the force require above what Savannah is comfortable with. In the future, once Savannah grows more
experienced with the tricycle, she may swap out the chainring to increase its top speed.
We next looked to ensure that the final tricycle is comfortable to ride. We decided to test this by
having multiple team members and Savannah herself ride the tricycle for fifteen continuous minutes without
having the adjust anything. The tricycle consists of a padded seat and seat-back, along with a padded harness
that we added. Our team completed this test and determined that the tricycle does meet the criteria we set.
After Savannah rode the tricycle, she let us know her thoughts. While the harness could be more
comfortable, we will not be changing the design. For now, it is comfortable enough.
The next test we conducted was to test the tricycle’s core-actuated steering mechanism. We did this
by measuring the tricycle’s turning radius. We set up a series of successively smaller turning radii, going
from 10 feet down to 6 feet, the distance of which was marked by two chairs. The rider approached these
chairs at speed of approximately 5 mph and took a turn around the chairs. After 3 runs for each distance,
our tricycle passed the criteria we set. It was able to complete every turn from 10 feet to 7 feet, and failed
at 6 feet, which is what we predicted based on our MATLAB models.

Figure 54. Turning radius test
We then moved on to testing the tricycle’s braking distance. This test involved the rider accelerating
the tricycle to top speed and then having a teammate mark a spot on the ground with tape called Point X.
Once the tricycle reached Point X he applied the brakes and then once he came to a complete stop, that spot
was marked Point Y. This test was repeated five times and the criteria for passing was that the distance
between Point X and Y did not exceed 15 feet. The tricycle passed all five runs and therefore we can ensure
that our tricycle does have a safe braking distance.
Our final test was to determine the amount of force required to begin movement of the tricycle.
This test consisted of securing a bathroom scale in between the chest harness and the rider. From a dead
stop, the rider applied force with his torso on the scale and the reading that occurred at the moment the
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tricycle started moving was recorded. The passing criteria was that the average force required over twenty
runs not exceed 30 pounds. Our results showed an average of 40.3 pounds, which technically fails our test.

Figure 55. Min-force test setup
The tricycle did not meet our requirements for minimum pushing force. However, we will not be
changing our design. Due to being limited in the use of her limbs, Savannah has a much stronger core than
the team members who conducted the test. Additionally, 40 pounds is within the range of torso force that
can be used from our preliminary experiments. If we were to change the design of the tricycle to try and
decrease the required force, we would look at different gear ratios that would allow the trike to speed up
faster while being easier to start.

8.0 Project Management
The design process that we followed is dictated by the three ten-week quarters that make up the
senior project class and the schedule detailed in the student success guide [10]. In the first quarter we
conducted preliminary design work, starting with background and customer research. Following that, our
team completed the ideation process culminating in the first preliminary design and concept prototype. In
the second quarter, we did more detailed design work resulting in a complete 3D model and a structural
prototype which was presented at the critical design review (CDR). We now have a detailed budget for the
project, a list of parts we ordered, and detailed steps for how we manufactured our final prototype. Starting
at the end of the second quarter and moving into the third, we completed the manufacturing and testing
process, concluding with our final prototype and a design review to go along with it. The major deliverables
and their due dates can be seen in table 4, and a more detailed version of our schedule can be seen in our
Gantt chart (Appendix R).
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Table 4. Project Timeline
Key Deliverable
Scope of Work
Concept CAD & Prototype
Preliminary Design Review (de)
Design FMEA
Intermediate Design Review (IDR)
Detailed CAD
Structural Prototype
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Final Prototype Manufacture
Final Prototype Testing
Final Design Review (FDR)

Due Date
10/13/20
11/10/20
11/12/20
11/26/20
1/16/21
1/23/21
1/30/21
2/16/21
4/19/21
5/20/21
6/1/21

After CDR, we focused on the manufacturing, final design testing, and safety features. We started
testing with our concept prototype, and our final tests used the final prototype. We performed a risk
assessment to review all potentially dangerous features of the tricycle and ensure that we have solutions to
prevent any injuries that could result from our design. Ultimately, we applied all that we have learned from
our risk assessment, analysis, and concept prototype to create the ideal final prototype. A timeline of these
tasks have been outlined in our updated Gantt Chart.
With the completed manufacturing and testing process of all prototypes, we will be presenting our
final design and complete tricycle at the final design review (FDR) on June 1st, 2021.
This design project is unique in that we built a product for a specific person, rather than a broader
market. In addition, our customer, Savannah, has very specific needs and abilities related to her disability
that we, as college students, are unfamiliar with. As a result, we continued to work closely with Savannah
and her physical therapist, Linda Wolff, to ensure that the tricycle met their expectations. We hope that the
result is a tricycle that Savannah is able to enjoy and use for her exercises.

9.0 Conclusion
This Final Design Report serves as an outline of the work completed previously in the Preliminary
Design Report and Critical Design report in addition to the manufacturing and testing work that has been
completed since. Contained within this document are a summary of research conducted and the tools we
used to convert that research into design specifications. In addition, the document follows our process for
considering and refining various solutions to best meet those design specifications. Finally, we were able
to present our final design direction. We moved forward with manufacturing and testing. After completing
all tests, we made some small changes to the tricycle, and we finished with a successful product. We have
received approval of our final product from Linda Wolff, and we are happy to report that the design was
successful; we finished a core powered tricycle that Savannah is able to use for fun and exercise.
Throughout this process, we were able to accomplish a finished adapted tricycle. However, we
were unable to complete every planned task. We were unable to get the tricycle powder coated pink, as
Savannah requested. We were also unable to attach a basket to the back of the seat. These tasks were not
completed due to lack of time. However, we still completed a functioning tricycle that we hope Savannah
will be able to enjoy for a long time. Another successful part of the project were the skills we were able to
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improve throughout the design process. All of our team members improved skills including but not limited
to: teamwork, time management, technical analysis, manufacturing processes, testing data analysis, and
technical writing. This project had the added difficulty brought forth by the Covid-19 pandemic. Even
though we were unable to get the bike powder coated and basket installed, we are very happy with the final
result, and we hope Savannah is just as pleased.
If we were able to continue working on the project, we would take a few next steps. First, we would
take apart the tricycle and send it to get powder coated hot pink. Secondly, we would install a basket on the
back of the seat to ensure Savannah had a place to put her belongings while she used the tricycle. We would
also like to experiment more with the gear ratio. By using a slightly larger chainring, we think we could
have made the tricycle go faster while still meeting the specifications for force needed to power the tricycle.
However, we would need to test this to ensure we have the perfect gear ratio. We would also have liked to
experiment with other chest harnesses. While our design works, we think the harness could have been more
comfortable for Savannah. We would recommend each of these aspects be looked at for further
improvement of our design.
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11.0 Appendices
House of Quality

A-1

Function Tree

B-1

Ideation
Brainstorming

C-1

Brainwriting
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C-3
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Power Prototypes

D-1

Steering Prototypes
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Braking Prototypes

D-3
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D-4

Pugh Matrices
Ergonomics

Braking

E-1

Steering

Power
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Morphological Matrix

F-1

Weighted Decision Matrix

G-1

System CAD Models
Front Axle Steering

Ratcheting Seat Power

Pull Back Brake Cable

H-1

H-2

PDR Design Hazard Checklist
Design Hazard Checklist

Y

Project # & Name

N
1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or
similar action, including pinch points and sheer points?

X

X

2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

X

3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?

X

4. Will the system produce a projectile?

X

5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

X

6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

X

7. Will the system have any sharp edges?

X

8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?

X

9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?

X

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?

X

11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?

X

12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?

X

13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in
either the design or the manufacturing of the design?

X

14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?

X

15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such
as fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?

X

16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?

X

17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please
explain on reverse.

For any “Y” responses, on the reverse side add:
(1) a complete description of the hazard,
(2) the corrective action(s) you plan to take to protect the user, and
(3) a date by which the planned actions will be completed.

I-1

Planned
Date
1/26/21

Actual
Date
2/8/21

Cover those parts or design them such that
they are out of reach of hands during normal
operation

1/26/21

5/31/21

Very clearly present our user with the
information about where and how the trike
can be used and where it cannot. Also relay
analysis on braking power and turning so she
knows tricycle limits.

2/11/21

6/9/21

Description of Hazard

Planned Corrective Action

Tilting seat rides on single,
central axle which can cause
rider to fall off if tilted too far
in either direction

Install spring that connect fork and front
wheel so seat does not stay tilted or tilt too
far. Also helps the tricycle stay in a straight
line and keeps turning from being too drastic

Exposed gearing and chain
drive can cause pinching or
other injury if touched while
operating
As with any vehicle, it is
possible for the trike to be
used unsafely by going on the
wrong terrain or going too fast
down a hill.

6/3/21
Wheels with spokes turning
on either side of tricycle close
to
riders legs pose risk of
rubbing and injury if caught in
spokes

Assemble knee guards or mechanism to keep
knees away from turning wheels and inside
the tricycle boundaries at all times

4/12/21

I-2

Risk Assessment

designsafe Report
Application:
Description:
Product Identifier:
Assessment Type:
Limits:
Sources:
Risk Scoring System:

F36 Adapted Tricycle

Detailed

ANSI B11.0 (TR3) Two Factor

Cal Poly Adapted Tricycle

Daniel Coleman, Sebin Cho, Carolyn Graven, Farhan Khan

2/16/2021

Analyst Name(s):

Facility Location:

1-1-1

operator
normal operation

operator
normal operation

User /
Task

mechanical : unexpected
start
Transfering to the trike
without parking brake

mechanical : pinch point
Putting a body part behind
guarding

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Serious
Unlikely

Moderate
Likely

Moderate
Likely

Negligible

Medium

Medium

Medium

Serious

Minor

Minor

Serious

Moderate

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Company:

F36 Adapted Tricycle

Guide sentence: When doing [task], the [user] could be injured by the [hazard] due to the [failure mode].

1-1-2

slips / trips / falls : fall hazard
from elevated work
Falling off the trike

Minor
Unlikely

Low

Add guarding that has to be
intentionally removed

Serious

Privileged and Confidential Information

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

1-1-3

operator
normal operation

ergonomics / human factors :
excessive force / exertion
Going up a steep hill

Minor
Likely

High

Add guarding that has to be
intentionally removed

Moderate

1-1-4

operator
normal operation

ergonomics / human factors :
repetition
Using the trike for too long

Serious
Likely

High

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

1-1-5

operator
normal operation

mechanical : crushing
Spinning the wheels while
performing maintenance

Serious
Likely

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

1-2-1

operator
basic trouble shooting /
problem solving

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement
Spinning the wheels while
performing maintenance

Item Id

1-2-2

operator
basic trouble shooting /
problem solving

Page 1

J-1

J-2

J-3

Drawing Package with Bill of Materials

Adapted Tricycle
Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assembly
Level

Part
Number

0
1
2
2
3
3
1
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

100000
110000
111000
112000
112100
112200
120000
121000
121100
121200
121300
121400
122000
122100
122200
122300
122400
122500
122600
122700
123000
123100
123200
123300
123400
123500
123600
124000

2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

125000
130000
131000
132000
133000
134000
135000
136000
137000
138000
139000
140000
141000
142000
143000
144000
145000
150000
151000
152000
160000
Total Parts

Description

Lvl0
Lvl1
Lvl2 Lvl3
Lvl4
Tricycle
Chassis
Frame
Seat
Lift Plates
Seat base
Power
Drivetrain
Chain
Chain Ring
Chain Ring Hub
Chain Guard
Rear Axle Assembly
Free Wheel
Free Wheel Adapter
Rear Axle
Rear Wheels
Rear Axle Bearing Blocks
Rear Axle Bearings
Snap Rings
Power axle assembly
Power Axle
Power Axle Bushings
Power Axle Bushing Blocks
3/4" Shaft Collars
3/16" Machine Keys
Keyway Adapter
Seat Back

Qty

Cost

Ttl Cost

Source

More Info

1

0

0

Existing trike

2
1

0
99.44

0
99.44

----Midwest Steel

see 112200
.375x20x40

1
1
1
1

15.65
5
5
34.92

15.65
5
5
34.92

Amazon
Bike Kitchen
Bike Kitchen
Aircraft Spruce

KMC x8
26 T
Square Taper
.05x18x36

1
1
1
2
2
4
2

21.99
19.99
54.95
48.00
13.29
6.91
5.86

21.99
19.99
54.95
96
13.29
27.64
5.86

Universal Cycles
Utah Trikes
Utah Trikes
Husky Bicycles
McMaster Carr
Fastenal
McMaster Carr

Shimano SF-1200
11619025
No. 11619384

1
2
2
4
2
2
1

10.80
2.03
16.15
6.00
1.03
11.55
0.00

10.8
4.06
16.15
24
1.03
11.55
0

Aircraft Spruce
McMaster Carr
Online Metals
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Aircraft Spruce
Existing Trike

.75x24
1688K25
1x2x12
6436K16
98830A150
1.5x12

Chest Harness

1

32.00

32

Amazon

Wheelchair Chest Harness

Steering Bearing Blocks
Seat Shaft Collars
Seat Top
Seat Pad
Steering Member
Lower Steering Tab
Upper Steering Tab
Tie Rod
Rod Ends

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

12.69
12.94
0.00
0.00
25.50
6.90
0.00
2.54
0.00

25.38
12.94
0
0
25.5
6.9
0
2.54
0

McMaster Carr
Online Metals
----Existing Trike
Aircraft Spruce
Aircraft Spruce
----Online Metals
FK Bearings

5913K64
.75x2x12
see 112200

1
1
1
2
1

11.00
0.00
3.93
0.00
0.00

11
0
3.93
0.00
0

Foothill Cyclery
Existing Trike
Online Metals
-----------

Brake cable and housing

1
1

15.00
10.00

15
10

8974K18
No. 4126366
98455A126

Steering

1x.188x24 in
.125x1.25x18
see 136000
.625x12
HJMX-T / HRSMX-T

Braking
Cable and Housing
Brake Caliper
Braking Bar
Breaking Bar Tabs
Brake Cable Tab
Miscellaneous
Basket
Water Bottle Holder
Fasteners

52

.5x1x12
see 136000
see 136000

Amazon
Amazon

602.51

K-1

K-2

K-3

K-4

K-5

K-6

K-7

K-8

K-9

K-10

K-11

K-12

K-13

K-14

K-15

K-16

.50
.10

.250 THICK

B

1

1/8x1/8

DETAIL B
SCALE 1:2

1/8x1/8

.063 WT

DETAIL A
SCALE 1:1
PROJECT

F36 - Adapted Tricycle

A

TITLE

CDR Model
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Carolyn Graven

4/14/21 SCALE

1:4

WEIGHT

SHEET

1/1

1/8x1/8

.188 WT

.250 THICK

PROJECT

F36 - Adapted Tricycle
TITLE

CDR Model
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Carolyn Graven

4/14/21 SCALE

1:2

WEIGHT

SHEET

1/1

K-17

.250 THICK

1/8x1/8
.100 WT

PROJECT

F36 - Adapted Tricycle
TITLE

CDR Model
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Carolyn Graven

4/14/21 SCALE

1:3

WEIGHT

SHEET

1/1

SECOND OPERATION

.083 WT

1/4x1/4

9.8

.375 WT

2.1

A

DETAIL A
SCALE 1:2

FIRST OPERATION
1/8(1/8)

1/8(1/8)

PROJECT

F36 - Adapted Tricycle
TITLE

CDR Model
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Carolyn Graven

4/14/21 SCALE

1:10

WEIGHT

SHEET

1/1

K-18

B

A

1/8x1/8

.083 WT

DETAIL A
SCALE 1:1

PROJECT

2.2

F36 - Adapted Tricycle
TITLE

CDR Model
DETAIL B
SCALE 1:2

SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Carolyn Graven

4/14/21 SCALE

1:3

WEIGHT

SHEET

1/1

1/8x1/8

.050 THICK

(1/8)

PROJECT

F36 - Adapted Tricycle
TITLE

CDR Model_Chain Guard
1/8x1/8

SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Carolyn Graven

4/14/21 SCALE

1:1

WEIGHT

SHEET

1/1

K-19

Analysis – Power and Braking

L-1

L-2

Analysis - Steering
Steering Rod Hand Calculations

M-1

Steering Member Hand Calculations

M-2

MATLAB Analysis for Steering

M-3

Analysis – Bearing Life Analysis Tool

N-1

Complete Indented Bill of Materials
Adapted Tricycle
Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assembly
Level

Part
Number

0
1
2
2
3
3
1
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

100000
110000
111000
112000
112100
112200
120000
121000
121100
121200
121300
121400
122000
122100
122200
122300
122400
122500
122600
122700
123000
123100
123200
123300
123400
123500
123600
124000

2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

125000
130000
131000
132000
133000
134000
135000
136000
137000
138000
139000
140000
141000
142000
143000
144000
145000
150000
151000
152000
160000
Total Parts

Description

Lvl0
Lvl1
Lvl2 Lvl3
Lvl4
Tricycle
Chassis
Frame
Seat
Lift Plates
Seat base
Power
Drivetrain
Chain
Chain Ring
Chain Ring Hub
Chain Guard
Rear Axle Assembly
Free Wheel
Free Wheel Adapter
Rear Axle
Rear Wheels
Rear Axle Bearing Blocks
Rear Axle Bearings
Snap Rings
Power axle assembly
Power Axle
Power Axle Bushings
Power Axle Bushing Blocks
3/4" Shaft Collars
3/16" Machine Keys
Keyway Adapter
Seat Back

Qty

Cost

Ttl Cost

Source

More Info

1

0

0

Existing trike

2
1

0
99.44

0
99.44

----Midwest Steel

see 112200
.375x20x40

1
1
1
1

15.65
5
5
34.92

15.65
5
5
34.92

Amazon
Bike Kitchen
Bike Kitchen
Aircraft Spruce

KMC x8
26 T
Square Taper
.05x18x36

1
1
1
2
2
4
2

21.99
19.99
54.95
48.00
13.29
6.91
5.86

21.99
19.99
54.95
96
13.29
27.64
5.86

Universal Cycles
Utah Trikes
Utah Trikes
Husky Bicycles
McMaster Carr
Fastenal
McMaster Carr

Shimano SF-1200
11619025
No. 11619384

1
2
2
4
2
2
1

10.80
2.03
16.15
6.00
1.03
11.55
0.00

10.8
4.06
16.15
24
1.03
11.55
0

Aircraft Spruce
McMaster Carr
Online Metals
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Aircraft Spruce
Existing Trike

.75x24
1688K25
1x2x12
6436K16
98830A150
1.5x12

Chest Harness

1

32.00

32

Amazon

Wheelchair Chest Harness

Steering Bearing Blocks
Seat Shaft Collars
Seat Top
Seat Pad
Steering Member
Lower Steering Tab
Upper Steering Tab
Tie Rod
Rod Ends

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

12.69
12.94
0.00
0.00
25.50
6.90
0.00
2.54
0.00

25.38
12.94
0
0
25.5
6.9
0
2.54
0

McMaster Carr
Online Metals
----Existing Trike
Aircraft Spruce
Aircraft Spruce
----Online Metals
FK Bearings

5913K64
.75x2x12
see 112200

1
1
1
2
1

11.00
0.00
3.93
0.00
0.00

11
0
3.93
0.00
0

Foothill Cyclery
Existing Trike
Online Metals
-----------

Brake cable and housing

1
1

15.00
10.00

15
10

8974K18
No. 4126366
98455A126

Steering

1x.188x24 in
.125x1.25x18
see 136000
.625x12
HJMX-T / HRSMX-T

Braking
Cable and Housing
Brake Caliper
Braking Bar
Breaking Bar Tabs
Brake Cable Tab
Miscellaneous
Basket
Water Bottle Holder
Fasteners

52

.5x1x12
see 136000
see 136000

Amazon
Amazon

602.51

O-1

Measurements

Acceptance
Criteria

TEST PLAN

Ride 15 minutes straight
without having to adjust
something

Max turn radius 8 ft

Send pictures to Savannah of tricycle
Savannah's
and ultimately show her final product in
approval
person

Test ride tricycle for 15 minutes to see if
4. Comfortable to ride
harness is comfortable - see chest
Comfort
with harness
harness test procedure

Make U-turn in test ride. Measure turn
Turn radius
radius - see turning radius test procedure

Break to a stop in test ride - see braking Distance to full Trike stops within 15 ft of
distance test procedure
stop
brake initiation

Test ride with bathroom scale - see min
force test procedure

3. Sponsor-approved
aesthetics

5. Core-actuated
steering

6. Core-actuated
braking

7. Minimum pushing
force

Time to reach
8. Maximum speed can Test ride with bicycle speedometer - see top speed and
be met safely
max speed test procedure
top speed
reached

4

5

6

7

8

Trike reaches 13 ft/s +/- 3
ft/s, within 60 seconds

Force to initiate
25 pounds max
movement

Savannah approves tricycle

Page 1 of 1

Empty lot

Empty lot

Empty lot

Empty lot

Empty lot

---

Passenger should not have to
use more than dead weight
Empty lot
of arms and legs to leverage
movement

3

Does the
tricycle require
the use of
arms/legs?

Test ride

2. Core-powered

2

---

Required
Facilities/Equipment

Fully assembled
Sebin, Daniel,
power system on
or Carolyn
tricycle

Fully assembled
Sebin or Daniel
tricycle

5/20/21

5/18/21

5/18/21

5/18/21

5/18/21

Daniel, Sebin,
or Carolyn,
possibly
Savannah
depending on
COVID
Sebin

5/20/21

2/11/21

3/15/21

5/23/21

5/18/21

5/18/21

5/18/21

5/20/21

5/20/21

2/14/21

4/15/21

TIMING
Start date Finish date

Carolyn and
Daniel

Daniel

Sebin

Responsibility

Fully assembled
Daniel or Sebin
tricycle

Fully assembled
tricycle

Fully assembled
tricycle

Powder coated
frame

Fully assembled
tricycle

All final
components

Parts Needed

Linda Wolff (California Children's Services)

DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)

Composition of
At least 85% of the parts
Take inventory of all added components component
should be off the shelf
inventory

Test Description

Sponsor:

1. Off the shelf
components

Specification

F36 Adapted Tricycle for Savannah

1

Test
#

Project:

Notes on Testing

Staps were fairly comfortable when the length
was adjusted, and the padded section was
placed over shoulders. Strap would sometimes
slip off at high turn angles when trying to
move forward. Meeting with Savannah on 5/20
to see what she things.

Meeting with Savannah and Linda on Thursday
at 4:30 to ensure they are happy with the
tricycle.

Initiating motion was easier than anticipated.
We need to purchase a new freewheel.
The tricycle should not be rolled backward.
Foot rests helped with balance.

All parts have been purchased to build the trike.
All parts that may need service are standard and
will be able to be fixed by bike shop
technician.

Print Date: 6/1/21

Force required to start movment is about 40
lbf, which does not meet our expectations.
However, we do not foresee this being an
issue. From our intial experiments with
push force, 40 lbf for the torso is well within
Fail - averaged 40 lbf to start range of how much someone can push with
their torso. Additionally, Savannah has a
movment.
stronger core than we who are testing. For
the future, we would recommend looking at
different gear ratios that not only make it go
faster but also make it easier to start. We
will be getting Savannah's feedback for this
on 5/20/21 as well.
We could not make the tricycle meet our
speed requirments on a flat plane: is too
slow, but this will not be detrimental to our
Fail - trike only reached about design. In the future, we would recommend
8 ft/s
experimenting with new gear ratios - a larger
chainring will make the trike go faster.

Braking distance was always less than the
Pass - trike took 8 ft to stop, required 15 feet. Most times, the tricycle would
and this was on a slightly stop in approximatly 8 ft. Tested on a declining
slope to test the extreme circumstance, and it
declined plane
still passed.

Tightest turning radius was about 7 feet. No
Pass - was able to turn 7-10 ft issues going in a straight line.
radius

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Numerical Results

TEST RESULTS

Edit Date: 4/1/21

Design Verification Plan

P-1

Test Procedures

F36 – Adapted Tricycle Test Procedure
Test Name: Turning Radius Test
Purpose: This test will determine how tight of a circle the trike is able to achieve and whether it matches
up with the Matlab model predictions.
Scope: Testing will focus on the steering subsystem.
Equipment:
-

Adapted tricycle final prototype
Cones
Tape measure
Team members

Hazards:
-

Trike operator (driver) may have to lean at extreme angles to reach the max steer angle. This
could result in an increased likelihood of falling off the trike.

PPE Requirements:
-

Helmet for driver
Knee/elbow pads for driver

Facility:
Test should be completed outside in a parking lot such as H1 on campus. Ground should be as level as
possible and concrete to best match the real applications expected for the tricycle.
Procedure:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Set cones up in a half circle with a 10 ft radius
Strap driver into trike
Have driver approach the half circle at moderate speed (about 5 mph)
Have driver attempt to make the turn
If the driver fails to make the turn, try again 2 more times
If the driver succeeds, decrease the radius of the turn by 1 ft (ie. 10 ft -> 9 ft)
Decrease this radius until the driver can no longer make the turn or until the turning radius is less
than 6 ft.

Results:
Pass Criteria:
- Minimum turning radius is less than or equal to 8 ft
Fail Criteria:
-

Minimum turning radius is greater than 8 ft
Driver is not able to reach minimum turning radius (max steer angle)
Driver must exert excessive effort to reach minimum turning radius (max steer angle)

Number of samples to test:

Q-1

Anywhere from 3 to 15 test runs
Turning Radius
[ft]

Test 1
[Pass/Fail]

Test 2
[Pass/Fail]

Test 3
[Pass/Fail]

10

Pass

Pass

Pass

9

Pass

Pass

Pass

8

Pass

Pass

Pass

7

Pass

Pass

Pass

6

Fail

Fail

Fail

Test Date(s):
May 18th, 2021
Performed By:
Sebin Cho, Daniel Coleman

Q-2

F36 – Adapted Tricycle Test Procedure
Test Name: Chest Harness/Strap Verification
Purpose: The purpose of this test is to ensure that the chest harness used to propel the tricycle forward
is comfortable for Savannah and works properly with our design.
Scope: After creating our first prototype, we found that the chest strap we were originally going to use is
not comfortable, and it would be better to use a harness/backpack type of strap. Additionally, we are
concerned about Savannah’s back rubbing on the seat back, or that the top of the seat back will run into
her shoulder blades. Our team has come up with a new design to combat this, but we need to test it with
our team members, and hopefully Savannah, moving forward.
Equipment:
-

Tricycle prototype or working model
New seat harness design (harness with straps and D rings so harness slides up and down seat
back)
Team member or Savannah

Hazards:
-

Potential of strap to break or not hold member depending on model used
Bike will move forward, so moving hazard (falling, slope)

PPE Requirements:
-

Bicycle helmet

Facility: Test should be performed in a flat paved area that models as close to where the tricycle will
actually be used as possible. This could be a parking lot or driveway or empty street. The exact location
of the test will be noted when we decide which team member or team members will be performing the
test and when.
Procedure:
1) Ensure harness is installed on seat back as needed
2) Have tester (various team members or Savannah) sit on tricycle and place harness on them as
it will be used on final model.
3) Have tester propel tricycle forward a few strokes as they are expecting to do with final model
4) Record how comfortable it is and ensure that it runs efficiently and smoothly
5) No data will be collected in this test, but it is important to know if our design will be
comfortable and work well. Have various team members test the harness and Savannah, if
possible with Covid restrictions. Test should be run and repeated for a total of 10 minutes to
ensure that the strap is comfortable.

Results:
Pass: Harness is comfortable and efficient, there are no issues

Q-3

Fail: Harness is not comfortable or does not work, changes need to be made – continue making
changes and repeating test until harness passes
Trials: Have at least two team members test the harness and record what they think in the table
below. It would be best to have Savannah verify that it is comfortable. The tester should actively
use the strap for at least 10 minutes.
Record results in table and place in team notebook.
Tester Name
Daniel Coleman

Amount of time
strap is used
30 minutes

Savannah

15 minutes

Notes on
comfortability
Staps were fairly
comfortable
when the length
was adjusted,
and the padded
section was
placed over
shoulders.
Straps are
somewhat
comfortable.
Somewhat
difficult to
tighten.

Other notes (things to
add, durability, etc)
Strap would
sometimes slip off at
high turn angles when
trying to move
forward.

Straps would slip off
of shoulders, so they
needed to be crossed in
the back.

Location of Test
Cal Poly
Campus

Off campus in
parking lot at
California
Children’s
Center School

Test Date(s): May 18th, 2021 , and May 20th, 2021
Performed By: Daniel and Savannah 5/20/21

Q-4

F36 – Adapted Tricycle Test Procedure
Test Name: Braking Distance
Purpose: The purpose of testing the braking distance is to verify that the trike passenger could come to a
complete stop within 15 feet.
Scope: This test evaluates the performance of the tricycle’s existing caliper brake in conjunction with the
seat back braking mechanism.
Equipment:
-

Painter’s tape
Tape measure

Hazards: Riding over test partner’s fingers while partner is marking spot on the ground.
PPE Requirements: none
Facility: Empty parking lot
Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Partner A marks Point X on the ground with tape, where Partner 2 should start braking.
Partner B accelerates tricycle to top speed.
Partner B starts braking when they reach Point X.
Partner A marks where tricycle comes to a complete stop, Point Y.
Partner A measures distance between Points X and Y.

Results:
Pass: Distance between Point X and Point Y < 15 feet
Fail: Distance between Point X and Point Y > 15 feet
Number of Samples: 10 rides
Test Number

[Pass/Fail]

1

Pass

2

Pass

3

Pass

4

Pass

5

Pass

Q-5

Test Date(s): May 18th, 2021
Performed By: Sebin Cho, Daniel Coleman

Q-6

F36 –Adapted Tricycle Test Procedure
Title: Minimum Force Required to Drive Tricycle
Purpose and Scope:
In this test, we will be determining the force required to start propulsion for Savannah’s
adapted tricycle. This tricycle is powered purely by the rider’s core strength pushing forward on
a chest harness, which pulls the seat-back, which powers the driveshaft. The test will require two
people: one rider, and one data recorder. The test will consist of using a bathroom scale held
against the chest of the rider using the harness and pushing on it until the trike starts moving.
We will collect data from 20 runs of applying force to get the trike moving. The data
collected should be 20 measurements of force in units lbf. These measurements will then be
averaged to produce one force value.
Location and Equipment
The test can be conducted in any open lot with a flat, paved, and uniform surface. A
parking lot will do. The equipment needed will be:
Adapted Tricycle
Bathroom scale
Clipboard
Pencil
Safety /PPE
The location selected should be one where there is minimal traffic to ensure there is no
danger from moving cars. No particular PPE is required.

Procedure
1. Secure bathroom scale against rider’s chest using the seat harness such that the
scale’s display is clearly visible to data recorder.
2. Rider will apply force with their chest using forward motion of their abdomen.
3. Data recorder will record the scale reading as soon as the trike starts moving.
Pass Criteria: Force does not exceed 30 lbf
Fail Criteria: Force exceeds 30 lbf

Data Collection/Results:

Q-7

Test Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Average

Pushing Force (lbf)
40
42
47
45
39
35
40
39
37
40
40
40
40
40
39
40
40
41
40
42
40.3

Result: Fail
Test Dates: 5/18/21
Performed by: Daniel Coleman and Sebin Cho

Q-8

F36 – Adapted Tricycle Test Procedure
Test Name: Maximum speed reached on tricycle in various amounts of time
Purpose: This test will determine how fast the tricycle will be able to go and how quickly it reaches this
maximum speed. From this information we will be able to determine if our gear ratio is valid and if our
calculations for the braking sub-system are accurate.
Scope: Testing will focus on the power sub-system of the tricycle. We want to make sure that the tricycle
is able to reach a reasonable speed with the gear ratio we determined. Additionally, we want to make sure
the tricycle does not reach speeds that are too high. By learning more about this sub-system, we will be
able to gain more insight on the other sub-systems and see how the tricycle responds. There is a
possibility we may need to make slight modifications to our braking system, such as brake cable tension,
depending on the maximum speed the tricycle reaches and how quickly.
Equipment:
-

Adapted tricycle functioning prototype
Tracking device: Garmin cycling computer or phone with speed sensing app
Team members

Hazards:
-

Team members will be reaching high speeds with a not very reliable braking system
Prototype made of wood so possibilities of device failure

PPE Requirements:
-

Bike Helmets

Facility: Test should be completed outside in a parking lot or driveway or empty street. Ground should
be as level as possible and concrete to best match the real applications expected for the tricycle. The exact
location of the test will be determined closer to the testing date depending on the available team member
doing the testing.
Procedure:
1) One team member puts on PPE and sits on tricycle
2) Strap is placed around team members chest
3) Garmin or phone is mounted on the tricycle frame using mounting bands
4) Simultaneously start the tracking device and powering the tricycle
5) Team member will propel tricycle forward using their core power as fast as they can until they
cannot go any faster (tricycle spins out)
6) At this maximum speed, team member stops powering the tricycle and comes to a slow stop
7) Tracking device is stopped and run is saved and uploaded to computer
8) Team members take notes on how the run went (any difficulties with the tricycle or
environment)
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9) Repeat above steps for at least two team members, 5 times each, or a total of at least 10 trials
Results: Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test
The following is our data collection sheet.
Tester(s)
Daniel and Sebin

Max Speed Reached
8 ft/s

Pass Criteria:
-

Top speed reached is 13 ft/s +/- 3 ft/s
Time to reach top speed is less than 60 seconds
Fail Criteria:

-

Top speed is less that 10 ft/s or exceeds 16 ft/s
Time to reach top speed is greater than 60 seconds (takes too long to accelerate)
Team members must use extensive force to start tricycle propulsion (in notes)
Number of samples to test: 10 or more samples should be taken

Test Date(s): May 20-23rd, 2021
Performed By: Sebin Cho, Daniel Coleman, Farhan Khan, and Carolyn Graven
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Gantt Chart
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User Manual

ADAPTED TRICYCLE USER MANUAL
The following user’s manual contains important information about safety, operation, and
maintenance of the core powered adapted tricycle.

BEFORE USE: Please read and become familiar with how the tricycle operates
and the safety risks associated with it.
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OPERATING THE TRICYCLE
*Safety gear should be worn at all times when operating the tricycle. This includes a helmet, buckled and
secured snug on the head. Knee pads and elbow pads may be worn, but they are not necessary.*
Entering the tricycle
• Ensure the tricycle is in a flat spot, so it will not move when entering.
• Sit in the center of the seat, with the back against the seat back.
• Place the chest harness over the shoulders and across the chest. Ensure it is buckled and
tightened.
Moving the tricycle forward
• After ensuring chest harness is secure, pull on strap by leaning chest and torso forwards, and then
back up to a vertical position. The tricycle should move forward as the user leans forward, and it
should ratchet when moved back to vertical.
• Be careful not to lean back as the brakes will initiate.
• Continue repeating the forward and back motion.
Steering the tricycle
• The tricycle will only turn when in motion.
• To turn, lean the hips from side to side, applying pressure to either side of the seat.
• The tricycle will turn in the direction of which pressure is applied (or the direction leaned in).
Braking the tricycle
• To slow the tricycle, lean backwards in the seat. This will pull on the brake cable and slow the
tricycle.
• The farther back you are able to lean in the seat, the faster the tricycle will stop.
Exiting the tricycle
• Ensure the tricycle is not in motion when trying to exit.
• Ensure the tricycle is in a flat place when exiting, so it will not move.
Removing/securing the wheels
All wheels can be removed from the tricycle, if needed. Always ensure no one is on the tricycle when
wheels are being moved and that all wheels are on securely before tricycle is used.
•

•

To remove and put on the two rear wheels:
o Press the button located in the very center of the wheel. Ensure the button is pressed
down all the way, and simultaneously pull the wheel outwards from the frame. Make sure
frame is held up when wheels are taken off, otherwise it will fall to the ground.
o To put back on, push wheel back into axle, and listen for a clicking noise to know it is
secure.
To remove and put on the front wheel:
o Front wheel is not equipped with a quick release, so a wrench will be needed.
o Find the bolt located at the center of the wheel.
o Use a wrench to loosen completely, lift tricycle frame, and remove wheel from between
fork.
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o

To put back on: place wheel between fork, ensure it is lined up straight, replace bolt
through center of wheel. Tighten with wrench. Ensure wheel is tight.
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TRANSPORTING THE TRICYCLE
•
•
•
•

The tricycle will need to be transported in a large vehicle or van.
Tricycle is heavy, use caution when lifting it. Use a ramp to place tricycle in vehicle, if possible.
Place tricycle up right, or gently on its side inside the vehicle.
Wheels can be removed, if desired, to transport.
NOTE: Due to design of the freewheel, the tricycle does not roll backwards.
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SAFETY RISKS
MOVING PARTS: The tricycle has many moving parts including the chain, gears, wheels, seat,
fork, steering member, spring, and brake bar. Do not place any parts of the body within these
parts. Safety guards have been placed around parts that are most exposed. Do not remove the
guarding, and if guarding breaks please repair immediately.

TIPPING: If high speeds are reached, and tricycle is turned too abruptly, it may tip. Do not try to
turn the tricycle abruptly while riding at the maximum speed.
ROUGH TERRAIN: The adapted tricycle was designed to be used on pavement that is mostly
flat. Do not use on trails or steep slopes.
MAINTENANCE: Always ensure there is enough air in the tires, and the tricycle is not making
any alarming noises. Refer to the maintenance section.
*Always wear approved helmet properly and ensure chest harness is fastened*
*Refer to maintenance section to ensure the tricycle is ready to ride*
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MAINTENANCE
General Upkeep
CHAIN LUBE: We recommend that the tricycle chain be lubed once every month. To lube the
chain, bicycle chain lube can be purchased from any local bike shop.
o Hold a rag around or over the chain while moving the seat, so the chain moves through
the rag.
o Remove the rag and apply the lube to the chain. Hold the chain lube at one point on the
chain and move the seat, so the chain moves, and the lube covers the entire chain.
o Use the rag again to wipe off any excess chain lube.
CLEANING: We recommend wiping down the tricycle once every month, or if it gets
excessively dirty. Excess dirt can harm the brake cable, bearings, and drivetrain.
o Use a damp rag or hose to get dirt off of tricycle.
o Always dry the tricycle after cleaning.
o Bicycle cleaning products can be purchased from any local bike shop if a deeper clean in
wanted.
FILLING THE TIRES WITH AIR: We recommend filling the tires with approximately 40 psi
of air before every use.
o A bike pump compatible with Schrader valves will be needed. This can be purchased
from any local bike shop.
o On each tire, unscrew the plastic cap that guards the valve. Place the bike pump over it,
and ensure it is secure on the valve.
o Use the gauge on the bike pump to fill the tires with 40 psi of air.
o Remove the pump and place the plastic guarding back over the valve.
SAFETY CHECK: We recommend checking the bolts and brakes once every month or if any
noises occur.
o Lose bolts can generally be seen or felt with hands. Check to ensure bolts are snug. If a
lose bolt is found, use the correct tool to tighten it.
o Ensure the brake pads are not worn down, and the brake cable is not frayed. If the brake
pads become bare, or the cable frays, take the tricycle to a local bike shop.
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Fixing a Flat Tire
Tricycle requires 24-inch diameter Schrader valve tubes, width of 1 to 1.25 inches.
Tubes can be purchased from most local bike shops.
General process:
1) Remove wheel from tricycle, and deflate it entirely
2) Using tire levers, remove one side of tire from the wheel rim
3) Ensure valve cover is not on, and remove tube from within tire
4) Place new tube inside of tire. Ensure it is smooth. Ensure there is no debris inside the tire.
5) Place tire back over tube, and secure tire back within wheel rim.
6) Use bike pump to put air in tube.
*For additional help: there are many tutorials for changing bicycle tubes online, or any local bike shop would be
happy to help*
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Replacing Parts
Common parts that need replacing on a bike include:
• Tubes and tires
o 24 inch diameter Schrader valve tubes, width of 1 to 1.25 inches
o 24 inch diameter tires, width of 1 to 1.25 inches. Street/commuting tires. Both wire bead and
folding tires are compatible.
• Brake pads
Standard rim brake pads with threaded post
• Brake cable
Any wire cable will work with the tricycle
• Chain
9 speed chain – will need to be broken to fit tricycle, so we recommend asking a bike
shop mechanic for help.
*These parts can be purchased from most local bike shops. We recommend taking the tricycle to a local bike shop if
these parts need replacing. *
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Other Issues
If the tricycle makes any suspicious noise, a part breaks, or it does not function properly, please take to
your local bike shop.
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